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ABSTRACT

As is passenger safety of paramount importance to the manufacturer of passenger vehicles, so is 

the security of the nation to its government. Recent developments in the usage of heavy vehicles

by militant outfits to carry out attack  has become the main concern of many governments around 

the world, hence the existence of some kind of barrier to stop heavy vehicles from entering 

restricted areas was thought of. This barrier must be able to provide both visibility and security 

without being much expensive. Existence of a concrete wall will undoubtedly provide security 

but at the same time visibility of the impending danger to the security personnel is compromised.

A wall is usually rigid and costs a lot to repair, alter and replace. More over a wall can serve only

the purpose stated above; it cannot be used as dead ends to stop vehicles. Also concrete walls 

occupy more space and are difficult to transport from place to place. A bollard pole with 

sufficient energy absorbing capability can be used, both, for the above stated reasons as well as a 

simple restraint at dead ends of a road to save lives.  These are more versatile for the reason that

they can be used as stationary or be motorized to serve the purpose. Also these provide 

pedestrians and cyclists through passage as well as restrict large vehicle from passing through.

Three dimensional models of the bollard poles with various cross-sections are made and a study 

is done using Finite Element softwares such as LS-Dyna 970 to find the maximum energy the 

bollards can absorb and still be able to function normally.  The bollards are made from two 

different materials and a study is made to see whether the material of the bollard is reason for

bollard failure at high impact speeds. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Introduction

During the recent past, attacks on national monuments have ever more increased the need 

for bollards to be strategically placed in order to safeguard people’s lives and improve national 

security. Apart from usage in issues concerning national security, a bollard can save lives when

used at dead ends or at construction sites. Depending on the type of application different types of 

bollards can be manufactured to serve the purpose. Existence of a concrete wall will undoubtedly

provide security but at the same time visibility of the impending danger to the security personnel 

is compromised. A wall is usually rigid and is expensive to repair, alter and replace. More over a

wall can serve only the purpose stated above; it cannot be used as dead ends to stop vehicles. 

Concrete walls occupy more space and are difficult to transport from place to place.

Vehicle bollards are barriers that are widely used to control vehicle access to areas for

security, safety or social reasons. Although vehicle barriers may deter the law-abiding and some

criminals, many bollards and vehicle barriers can be easily overcome or even dislodged 

accidentally. The ability of vehicle barriers to resist a deliberate attack has not been exhaustively

studied. No nationally, or internationally, acceptable standard has been developed to measure the

resistance of a bollard or vehicle barrier to an attack, and hence enable barriers to be classified.

Similarly, there is no method of confirming whether a barrier will achieve the required level of 

protection without expensive crash testing. Bollards don't take up much space and can be 

strategically placed. Therefore, they perform well where you have lots of pedestrian traffic.

There are two types of bollards in use, a stand alone type and a retractable type. In this

thesis only the standalone type is used, as it is the most common type used and also since 

analysis times and parameters are greatly reduced, which aids in increased number of analysis 

runs, which in turn results in more precise information.
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Bollards are designed with numerous safety systems and can operate in the most severe

conditions (temperature variations and precipitation). These features, along with high MTBF (1.5 

million operations; for electrical bollards) ratings, make Bollard an excellent choice for vehicle

access control, satisfying requirements of both form and function. 

Bollards can be operated manually, electrically, pneumatically, or hydraulically and 

respond to a wide range of security specifications and design requirements. For example, a basic 

unit is designed to provide dissuasive perimeter control and will shear off on an impact of up to

3000N, thereby limiting damage to the vehicle and the Bollard mechanism. At the high-end,

Bollards are constructed to completely stop most vehicles; a “Defense” Bollard can withstand up

to 300,000N and continue to operate (i.e. a truck traveling at high speed). Retractable Electrical 

Bollards can be raised (or lowered in 2-3 seconds), which means it is in the appropriate position 

virtually instantaneously.

Retractable bollard is a post (diameter 8 - 12 inches) made of concrete, stainless steel, aluminum,

cast iron or other durable material that creates an above ground obstacle limiting vehicle access

to a specific location that is reserved for pedestrians most of the time. This post can be lowered

when passage is authorized, by any type of access control device (RF, card, key, etc.), or at any

time in case of an emergency. When in the lowered position, the top is flush with the pavement

or asphalt, and completely hidden. Figure 1-1 to 1-5 illustrates various situations of bollard 

efficiency and bollard use. A Google image search was made with search criteria as bollard + 

crash, bollard + security. These images were obtained from www.heald.uk.com,

www.kontekindustries.com.

1.2 Motivation and research objectives 

The AASHTO-LRFD commentary does not provide origin of vehicle provisions. It does

not even provide the references from which the design criteria were derived. One reference is 

provided for the railway collision provisions, which are discussed in the same section, but the 

commentary states that the force provisions are “based on recent, physically unverified, 

analytical work”
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The AASHTO-LRFD (1998) vehicle collision provision does not address several 

important issues. The design collision force is not provided as a function of the design speed of

adjacent roadway nor the vehicle crashworthiness.  The dynamic interaction between the 

colliding vehicle and bollard is not recognized, nor indeed even mentioned. It is well known that 

the failure mode under dynamic loading can be substantially different under static loading.  For 

instance, Miyamoto et al (1994) document tests where concrete bollard failed in under flexure 

under static loading and by shear when subjected to impacted loading. There are also no 

guidelines on how to detail a vulnerable member to ensure that it will survive a catastrophic

impact situation. As such, the AASHTO column collision provisions appear to be ripe for a 

critical assessment and detailed investigation.

They are certainly ineffective in protecting the monuments and preventing the loss of life. 

In spite of the potential inadequacy of guardrails under such severe crash conditions, it is 

disturbing that some vulnerable monuments are not protected by bollards at all. Given the 

exposure of protected and unprotected monuments to accidental or malevolent impact by heavy 

vehicles, there is an urgent need to investigate the vehicle/bollard collision process with the

purpose of evaluating and eventually updating current guidelines. 

This thesis makes an effort towards understanding bollard functionality, its application 

and durability under various crash conditions. Also an effort is made to present the results of 

detailed Finite Element Analysis of various vehicle/bollard scenarios. Bollards are not modeled

in order to focus purely on vehicle/bollard interaction. The intent of this work is to develop a 

better understanding of the collision process and to provide information that will be helpful for 

the development of comprehensive design guidelines for vehicle collision.  Bollard dimensions

are maintained the same as the ones available, two different cross-sections and material types are

used under different impact speeds. The bollard is tested for the heaviest vehicles (8000Kg 

Truck) and maximum speeds of up to 120 MPH. There are three main objectives: 

Identify software that can be used in conducting the required simulation.

Develop models of bollards and test for the heaviest vehicles on the street. 

Achieve a good understanding of the collision process and use this information to 

obtain the best bollard under any given circumstances.
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1.3 Report outline 

This report is comprised of 5 chapters and an appendix. Chapter 1 provides background 

and motivation for this work. Specific objectives are also listed in this chapter. Chapter 2 reviews

previous literature, while chapter 3 describes model development. Chapter 4 presents the results 

of the impact simulations and discusses their implication in various scenarios. The work is

summarized, most important conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future work are 

mentioned in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 1-1 Truck impact with a bollard resulting in full frontal destruction of the truck. 

Figure 1-2 and 1-3 Bollard still in stable and working condition after impact.
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Figure 1-4  Bollards lined up in front of a museum as a protective measure for the monument.

Figure 1-5  Security personnel use bollard in areas of restricted access. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a general literature survey followed by a discussion about the 

software used to conduct simulations. Exhaustive number of simulations is done to determine the 

maximum impact energy absorbed by various bollards made from different materials and having 

different cross-sections.

2.2 General literature review

The behavior of structures under impact is complicated by many parameters including the 

higher modes of vibration, changes in failure mode due to propagating stress waves, and 

localized damage and its effect on overall strength and stability. There is a vast literature on

behavior of structural systems subject to this type of loading. Most of this literature pertains to 

military applications, where the focus is on the response of structures subjected to missile impact

and/or explosions of higher degree. More recently, increasing attention has been paid to non-

military impact situations. One such topic that has been gaining momentum is crashworthiness

during vehicle-structure impact. Crashworthiness in this context is the ability of the bollard to

function normally, even after a tremendous impact by a heavy object, in this case a vehicle. Very 

little attention has been focused on this type of situation, hence the motivation for this research. 

2.2.1 Classification of impact 

Impact is generally classified as soft impact and hard impact (Miyamoto et al 1991). Soft

impact occurs when the kinetic energy of impact is mostly absorbed by plastic deformation in the

striking body. Impact velocity is generally low and there is a negligible propagation of stress 

waves in the impacted body. Failure mechanisms in the impacted body are same as those 

associated with static loading. On the other hand, hard impact occurs when the kinetic energy is
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almost absorbed by the struck body. Impact velocities are generally high and complicated stress 

waves propagate through the struck mass leading to failure. Based on these definitions, the type 

of simulation we have at hand can be considered as hard impact.

2.2.2 Vehicle model used in impact simulation

Simulations investigating impact between vehicle and rigid structures, vehicle and other 

vehicles, and rigid vehicle and flexible structures have been conducted in the past. Vehicle 

models utilized in these investigations can be broadly classified into two main categories:

Mass, Spring and Dashpot (MSD) models. In such models vehicles are represented by 

a system of lumped masses interconnected by non-linear visco-elasto-plastic axial and 

rotational springs.

Finite Element (FE) models. FE models are comprised of a collection of finite 

elements. These models are generally made up of many parts, which represent all

major structural components in a vehicle as well as many non-structural components.

Shell elements are used to model sheet metal components, while beam elements are 

used to model steel bars and some connection between different sheet metal

components. Kinematic constraints can also be used to connect different parts. For

example two parts can be forced to translate together at a specific point, but are 

allowed to rotate with respect to one another at the same point representing a hinge

type connection. Brick elements are used to model various solid components. Each 

part is assigned nonlinear properties based on data obtained from pilot tests and 

contact and friction between the various components is accounted for in the analysis.

2.2.3 Impact related research 

A project has been initiated by the UK government, with its police forces, to develop a 

standard to classify bollards and, subsequently, other vehicle barriers, and to develop a computer

based model that could be used to predict the performance of bollards under crash conditions. 
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The aim of the project is to enable manufacturers to have their products certified, quickly 

and relatively cheaply, and for security advisers to be satisfied that vehicle barriers will meet the 

standard specified. The paper will explain the process that was undertaken in deciding the 

criteria used to classify bollards, the work undertaken so far, and the next stages of the project to 

develop a comprehensive standard and test procedure for all forms of vehicle barriers.

The traffic sign industry has developed a product designed to cut maintenance costs 

drastically in an area where escalating expenditure has caused serious concern to many local 

authorities. Illuminated traffic bollards have been successfully used for many years to increase

road safety, particularly at junctions and roundabouts for both motorists and pedestrians. 

However they must work very efficiently in a very vulnerable environment. Increased traffic 

flows have resulted in a considerable rise in incidents of serious damage to this type of street 

furniture, and for some time now it has proved uneconomical to use the tried and trusted steel 

bollard on most vulnerable sites. 

When hit or run by a vehicle, a metal bollard is often destroyed or severely distorted, and 

can seldom be re-used. As impacts of this kind often occur several times in the same week, the 

cost of replacement can be very high. 

Originally two alternatives were offered; Glass reinforced Plastic (GRP) and Low-density 

Polyethylene (LDP). In both cases these were supplied with shear pins, so that impact would 

cause the body shell to separate from the base, giving it a chance of being pushed aside with little 

or no damage, thus suitable for recovery and replacement.

In practice, GRP proved just as vulnerable as steel, and although LDP performed well, 

the cost of replacing damaged lamps and control gear was excessive. It was only the 

development of reliable and watertight underground lighting units, which could withstand the 

heavy weight of the vehicles running over them, which made knockdown bollards truly 

economical.
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It seemed as though traffic engineers now had the solution, but although the body shells 

were not severely damaged by vehicle impact, many were not re-used, owing to loss or 

inadvertent disposal. The requirement was for a bollard which could withstand any kind of 

vehicle impact, In other words, to be both resilient and pliable.

Traffic sign industry recognized this need, and some companies have developed a new 

type of bollard from a softer, more pliable range of plastics including Ethylene Vinyl Acetate 

(EVA). Tests have shown that these can be hit many times and will reform to their original form

with minor distortion of shape.

Over time the purpose for which bollards were being used changed. A need for a sturdier

and economical bollard arose. This bollard had to take the heaviest of the heaviest vehicles at the

greatest of their speed and still function normally. The bollards already test were put to retest. 

Most bollards failed yielding way to steel bollards.

Later research and tests on motorized bollards made researchers realize that standalone

bollards were a better choice compared to motorized ones. Also standalone bollards proved to 

take much more impact speeds compared to their motorized counterparts. Lesser working parts 

and ease of installation of standalone type proved them to be more famous and less expensive in 

the later days to come.

2.2.4 Vehicle model developed by the federal government 

Under the co-operative agreement, the FHWA and the National Highway Safety Traffic

Administration (NHTSA) jointly established the National Crash Analysis center (NCAC), in 

1992. The NCAC is operated by George Washington University (GWU) and is located at 

GWU’s Virginia Campus in Ashburn, Virginia. NCAC main function is to research vehicle

safety. NCAC includes a staff of highly trained researchers, a supercomputing center, and a

library of all past FHWA and NHTSA crash tests and biomechanics film records. The NCAC is

mainly focused on vehicle crashworthiness analysis using LS-DYNA and has been a primary

source for vehicle model development for both FHWA and NHTSA. 
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A detailed and a reduced finite element model of a 1999 Ford Single unit truck were 

developed by the FHWA/NHTSA/NCAC. These models with the purpose of addressing vehicle 

safety issues, including front and side performance as well as roadside hardware design and to 

compare between the responses of the reduced and models.

Using a passive digitizing arm connected to the desktop computer, the geometry of 

various parts of the model were digitized and stored in IGES files. Each component of the test 

vehicle was weighed. Coupons were also taken from each component and tested to provide date 

for constitutive modeling. The IGES files were then imported into PATRAN for mesh generation 

and model assembly. Then the model was translated to LS-DYNA3D version 970 from 

PATRAN. As part of the validation exercise, the weight of each component was compared to the

weight calculated from the finite element model and the center of gravity of the whole model

was also compared to the center of gravity of the vehicle. 

Four LS-DYNA3D material models were used to simulate the truck:

1) An Elastic material model was used for the following components: engine, transmission,

    mounts and radiator.

2) The Blatz-Ko rubber model was used for the mounts between the cabin and rails, engine and

     rails, and among other mounts.

3) Rigid material behavior was assigned to certain members connecting different components. 

4) Rate-dependent isotropic piecewise elastic-plastic material model was used to represent

    inelastic response of structural elements such as chassis components and the body sheet metal.

In general, different model parts were connected using three types of connection. Sideline 

type 6 was used when close parallel elements needed to be tied together, for example, side body 

frame elements. Nodal constraints (Nodal rigid body or spot weld) were frequently used. Nodal 

rigid body as its name implies treats the nodes as rigid body, i.e the distance between these nodes

remains constant during the analysis, but the nodes can rotate in space. Spot weld constraint 

implies that two nodes are rigidly connected as if a rigid beam. They can either translate or rotate 

in space, but they cannot translate or rotate with respect to each other. The third type of 
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connection used is a joint. Two types of joints are used, namely spherical and revolute, to 

connect the front suspension of the truck model. To simulate contact, slider type 13 in LS-

DYNA3D was used. 

The reduced model was created the same way as the detailed model. The only difference 

was that larger elements were used in reduced model, which results in the loss of overall 

geometry of the truck. While the detail model has in excess of 96,000 elements, the reduced 

model was comprised of 21,000 elements. The reduced model used the same material models for

the element formulation as the detailed model with the exception of the Blatz-Ko material model,

which was not used for simplicity and to reduce computational time. To further simplify the

model, spot weld constraints were not used, instead the nodes were merged. As in the detailed

model, the sliding type 13 was used for contact interface in computation.

Compared to detailed models, the reduced model provided results of similar nature. A 

good agreement between the test and simulation was obtained. The absorbed energy was 4.9% 

less than that absorbed in detailed model. This difference was attributed to hour glassing that 

occurred in the larger elements used to model the reduced truck. 

2.3 Modeling, simulation and analysis software

This section reviews the various CAD, Finite Element Analysis and Simulation tools 

used in the accomplishment of this research.

2.3.1 MSC/Patran

MSC/Patran provides an integrated CAE environment for multi-disciplinary design

analysis. With this analysis, one can use MSC/Patran to simulate product performance and 

manufacturing processes early in the design-to-manufacture process. MSC/Patran includes a 

world class pre and post processor with analysis modeling, analysis simulation and results 

evaluation capabilities. With menu driven graphical interface and online help, MSC/Patran

represents the industry’s most advanced and easy-to-use pre and post processing simulation.
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MSC/Patran provides direct access to geometry from the world’s leading CAD systems

and data exchange standards. Using sophisticated geometry access tools, MSC/Patran addresses

many of the traditional barriers to shared geometry including topological incompatibilities, solid 

body healing, mixed tolerances and others. Once accessed, MSC/Patran provides a wealth of 

tools to manipulate geometry as well as for creating new geometry.

Powerful yet flexible meshing is available in MSC/Patran, with capabilities that range 

from fully automatic solid meshing to detailed node and element editing. Loads and boundary 

conditions may vary and can be associated with the design geometry or with the analysis model.

Extensive model verification techniques locate errors and further increase the efficiency of the

analysis process.

The powerful results visualization tools of MSC/Patran enable you to identify critical 

information, including minimums, maximums, trends and correlations. Iso-surfaces and other 

advanced visualization tools help speed and improve results evaluation. The use of color, group 

and animation with high-speed data access allows you to interpret analysis data with new 

understanding.

MSC/Patran also provides a customized interface for many analysis solvers through 

MSC’s unique preference capability. Preferences are available for MSC/Nastran, and other

leading analysis solvers like LS-Dyna, Abaqus, etc. The MSC/Patran fully integrated product

family includes analysis products available for structural analysis, advanced structural and 

thermal analysis, fatigue simulation, composite laminate modeling, analysis management and 

material selection.

Using MSC/Patran PCL tool kit, one can customize all of these functions to their

requirement. Providing unmatched programmability, flexibility and opportunity for

customization, PCL is the core MSC/Patran component that delivers an open CAE environment.
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2.3.2 Background on LS-DYNA 

In 1990, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) issued three independent 

contracts, each asking essentially the same question: what computer code should be used to 

simulate collisions between vehicles and roadside safety structures and to aid in the

determination of crashworthiness of the collision event? All three contractors independently 

responded with the same answer: Use the nonlinear finite element code, DYNA3D. 

Dyna was originally developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in 

Livermore, California in the 1970’s. It was designed to analyze the effects of nuclear and 

conventional explosions on military targets. In addition to original version of the code that is

being currently used by the LLNL, a commercial version of the software was developed in the 

late 1980’s. This commercial version of DYNA is called LS-DYNA and is marketed by 

Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC). Development and improvement of LS-

DYNA has continued to this day, particularly in the area of automotive crash analysis. Today,

LS-DYNA is preferred by many, if not by all researchers working in automotive crash. In fact, 

LS-DYNA is now the only version of DYNA3D used by several existing centers of excellence in 

finite element crash analysis funded by FHWA. 

LS-DYNA is a general purpose finite element code for analyzing the dynamic response 

of structures. The program employs a explicit time integration methodology and accounts for 

large deformations, nonlinear metal behavior, and contact-separation behavior among many

other specialized features. A variety of element types and material models are supported along 

with capabilities for modeling air bags, seat belts, and sensors. The program is portable and can 

be locally run on several machines or be run on several machines connected to a single server. It

can be run either on windows or on unix platforms.

Several other general purpose FE codes including ABAQUS and ADINA have been used 

in the past for automotive impact studies. While both programs offer capabilities similar to LS-

DYNA, they are more expensive and less user friendly than DYNA3D.
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The above discussion makes it clear the LS-DYNA is the most suitable program to 

achieve the goals of this project and as such the program is adopted for use.

2.3.3 Postprocessor

Crash Results obtained using LS-Dyna was graphically analyzed using two different post 

processors, namely LS-Post and EASi-Crash. 

2.3.3.1 LS-Post 

LS-POST is the Postprocessor for LS-DYNA. The graphic user interface was carefully 

crafted to create a user friendly environment. It supports the latest OpenGL standards to provide 

fast rendering for fringe plots and animation of results. It is available for all computer platforms.

Figure 2-1  Airbag simulation as seen on LS-Post GUI. 
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Figure 2-2  Stresses developed during frontal impact of a ford single unit truck with steel 
       bollard as seen on LS-Post GUI. 

Figure 2-3  Frontal impact of a ford single unit truck with steel bollard as seen on LS-Post 
      GUI.
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2.3.3.2 EASi-CRASH

EASi-CRASH is the first fully integrated pre & post-processing package for crash 

simulation which covers the CAE-Process from start to finish. It achieves this by integrating all 

aspects of model building, dataset preparation, results evaluation and design comparisons. EASi-

CRASH can be used for concept crash, FE crash and coupled rigid body / FE-crash simulations

in conjunction with LS-DYNA.

EASi-CRASH is a next generation product that combines all crash specific modules

under a single graphical user interface. It is based on EASi-VISTA®, a software environment

that fully exploits the power of object oriented technology which ensures high performance and 

productivity.

EASi-CRASH gives the user full access to LS-DYNA, because it knows its possibilities 

and is specific to crash simulations. Its unique intelligent editor couples graphical and text input 

with direct user assistance. Input data and simulations results are read into EASi-CRASH

without the need for translators. Moreover, no temporary files are created. 

Figure 2-4  Frontal impact occupant response and side impact simulation as seen on EASi-

     crash DYNA.
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Crash model building features include,

Direct read-in of IGES, NASTRAN, LS-DYNA and MADYMO data.

Fully automatic meshing and automatic weld creation.

Rapid graphical assembly of system models.

Organization of model to mimic car design process hierarchy.

Coupling between FE and rigid body models using EASi-CRASH’s multi-window / 

multi-model / multi-application environment with visual verification.

Material database access and manipulation compatible with crash specific solvers. 

Graphical creation, modification and deletion of contacts, materials.

Automatic detection and correction of initial penetration.

Minimum time step calculation and visualization. 

FE-dummy and Rigid body dummy structuring, positioning and orientation.

EASi-CRASH is based on over 10 years of EASi's practical experience in crash 

simulation and is, therefore, tailored to the needs of the user. 

It allows random access to both model and simulation results, which greatly enhances 

the model verification process.

Simultaneous animation, visualization and synchronized curve plotting make EASi-

CRASH a high performance environment.

2.3.3.2.1 EASi-CRASH DYNA 

Specifically for post processing LS-DYNA results, EASi-CRASH DYNA was used. 

EASi-CRASH DYNA is the first fully integrated package for crash simulation which covers the 

CAE-process from start to finish. It achieves this by integrating all aspects of model building, 

dataset preparation, result evaluation and design comparisons. EASi-CRASH DYNA can be used 

for concept crash, FE crash and coupled rigid body/FE crash simulations in conjunction with 

solvers like LS-DYNA, Features include, 

Powerful mesh editing features, such as automesh and remesh Support of LS-

DYNA 970/971. 

LS-DYNA/MADYMO coupling capabilities for pre- and post processing. 

Support of Madymo format till version 6.2.2. 
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Model assembler for organizing the model through sub assembly/sub models and 

included files. 

Enhanced Weld tools for manipulation of connections and Weld comparison.

Simple dummy positioning and seat belt routing.

Pre and Post processing in same environment.

Superpose and merge multiple models.

Animation and plotting. 

Process compatible.

Full capability to handle IGES, CATIA V4, CATIA V5, UG and NASTRAN

files.
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Figure 2-5  Ford single unit truck FEA model – Right side view. 

Figure 2-6  Ford single unit truck FEA model – Left side view. 
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Figure 2-7  Ford single unit truck FEA model – Isometric view. 

Figure 2-8  Ford single unit truck with a circular c/s bollard - FEA model.
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Figure 2-9  Ford single unit truck with two circular c/s bollards - FEA model.

Figure 2-10  Ford single unit truck with three circular c/s bollards - FEA model. 
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Figure 2-11  Ford single unit truck with a square c/s bollard - FEA model.

Figure 2-12  Ford single unit truck with two square c/s bollards - FEA model.
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Figure 2-13  Ford single unit truck with three square c/s bollards - FEA model. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

The Vehicle and bollard models are presented in this chapter and a variety of exercises

are conducted to ensure that the models are suitable for intended study. A parametric study is 

also conducted to gain experience with the models and to investigate sensitivity to various key

parameters.

3.2 Modeling of bollard 

Initially a bollard of hollow circular cross-section is made with outside diameter of 270 

mm (Millimeters) and an inside diameter of 135 mm. This bollard is 1800 mm long and is made

of steel. These dimensions are selected after an exhaustive research on acceptable bollard 

dimensions. This bollard is impacted with the Ford single unit truck at 75 and 120 MPh (Miles 

per hour). This particular speed is chosen because; a previous research has data of impact at 

these speeds. Thus the data obtained from this research can be validated against the already

available data to see if the analysis process being followed confers with the standards. It is 

decided that the maximum speed limit be set to 120 MPh. Once the results of the crash analysis

are obtained, it is validated against the already available previous similar research crash data. If 

the obtained data falls close to the previously accepted research data, which it did; bollards are 

made with different materials, cross-sections and configurations and tested for impact absorption

against the ford truck. 

Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 shows the initial crash simulation of the truck with the steel

bollard at 75 and 120 MPh. Force versus displacement and force versus Time is ploted for both

speeds. A comparison is made between the crash analysis data and the previously accepted

research data. It can be seen from Figure 3-3 and 3-4, the plot of force versus displacement and 

force v/s time data from the analysis are very same as that of the previously accepted research 
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data. This shows that further investigation can be done, without compromising the accuracy of 

analysis.

Figure 3-1  Steel circular c/s, single bollard completely stops vehicle at 75 mph impact.

Figure 3-2  Steel circular c/s, single bollard completely stops vehicle at 120 mph impact.
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Figure 3-3  Comparison between available force-displacement data v/s analysis data.

Figure 3-4  Comparison between available force-time data v/s analysis data. 
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Bollards made from two types of materials having two different cross-sections of each 

type were used in three different configurations in this vehicle/bollard impact study.  Bollards 

made from Aluminum 7075T6 and AISI 5055 Steel with a hollow circular and square cross-

section were used. Figure 3-5 to 3-7 shows the two types of bollard models used. One, two and 

three bollards were stationed in front of a Ford single unit truck and were impacted at speeds

varying from 35 MPh to 120 MPh. Bollards with hollow circular cross-section has an outer

diameter of 270 mm and an inner diameter of 135 mm. Bollards with square cross-section have 

an outer dimension of 270 mm Sq and an inner dimension of 135 mm Sq. All bollards are 1800 

mm in length irrespective of their cross-section. All the nodes at the bottom layer are fixed in all

degrees of freedom; hence create the same effect as a bollard with fixed steel over concrete 

foundation in real life. This method of fixing a bollard has been proved to be more effective than 

any other method.

The FEA model of the bollard is made from solid elements having elastic properties. 

Instead of comparing acceleration and/or velocity, it was decided to compare the resultant

contact force since it is the quantity of interest in this research. Isometric Quad Mesh was used to 

mesh the surface and then the surface was revolved along the z axis to create the surface and

volume of the bollard. The top and bottom surfaces have Paver mesh in both circular and

rectangular c/s typre bollards. Mesh seeds with an element length of 20 was used through out

bollard modeling.  Equivalence was done to remove node overlap at the joints. Mesh refining

was done several times until an effective and uniform mesh size was obtained. Irregular mesh

will result abrupt failure of nodes and elements thus leading to unexpected mass increase

termination during analysis run on LS-Dyna. MAT_ELASTIC is the material card used; an 

isotropic elastic material is used to model beam, shell and solid elements in LS-DYNA. Main

parameters used to read the MAT_ELASTIC card are, 

For Aluminum 7075 T6 Bollard: 

Mass Density = 2.81 g/cc = 2.81 X 10-9 Kg/mm3

Young’s Modulus = 71.7 GPa = 71.7 X 103 Kg/mm2

Poisson’s Ratio = 0.33 
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For AISI 5055 Steel Bollard: 

Mass Density = 7.85 g/cc = 7.85 X 10-9 Kg/mm3

Young’s Modulus = 205 GPa = 205 X 103 Kg/mm2

Poisson’s Ratio = 0.29 

Several other parameters determine the final outcome of the results and analysis run times,

which can be found in appendix B at the very end of this report. Initially an effort was made to

create a circular surface, mesh it and then extrude along the z direction, but this resulted in nodes 

that failed to connect at the point of overlap, even when equivalence was done. In real world 

most bollards are closed at the top and bottom, this was avoided to reduce run time and file size; 

it has been proved that this will not affect the outcome of the analysis in any way. Once the file

is created in MSC/PATRAN the file is submitted to LS-DYNA in .key format, some changes are 

made to the key file regarding time step, termination time, D3Plot generation solely to improve

the analysis results. Some of the parameters changed can be seen in appendix B under

*CONTROL_TERMINATION, *CONTROL_TIMESTEP and *CONTROL_D3PLOT. More 

D3 plots result in smoother animation when viewed in a post processor such as LS-POST or 

ECD. There is a relation between the value assigned to *CONTROL D3PLOT and 

*CONTROL_TERMINATION, which is explained below, 

Value assigned to *CONTROL_TERMINATION / value assigned to 

*CONTROL_D3PLOT gives the number of D3 plots obtained. Also it is a practice to keep

*CONTROL_TIMESTEP less than *CONTROL_TERMINATION.

Analysis times vary depending on the number of processors used and other parameters used 

in the .key file. 
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Figure 3-5  Cross-section of hollow circular and square bollards. The top and bottom surfaces 
   have paver mesh, and along the length, the bollards have ISO mesh.

Figure 3-6 Hollow circular bollard showing isometric mesh created using MSC/Patran.
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Figure 3-7  Hollow square bollard showing isometric mesh created using MSC/Patran.

No. of Nodes
28,470 – Hollow Circular Bollard 

49,348 – Hollow Square Bollard

Mesh Type ISO Quad / Paver 

No. of Elements
46,728 – Hollow Circular Bollard 

41,472 – Hollow Square Bollard 

Element Type Solid

Element Length 20

Table 3-1 Aluminum and steel bollard model summary 
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3.3 Vehicle model

The heaviest vehicle FEA model available on NCAC website was used in this research. 

Figure 3-8 through 3-11 shows the various views of the FEA model of reduced Ford Single Unit 

Truck made out of 21,400 elements. As discussed in the previous chapter the model was 

downloaded from NCAC website (www.ncac.gwu.edu) at George Washington University. The

8000 Kg truck is intended to represent heavy truck. The vehicle model is divided into 190 parts. 

These parts represent the components of the vehicle. Out of the 190 parts, 164 parts are made

from shell elements to represent sheet metal parts, 25 parts are made from beam elements to 

represent steel bars, and one part is modeled with brick element to represent the radiator. The 

material model assigned to these shell elements is general isotropic elastic-plastic material. The 

stress-strain relationship for the isotropic elastic-plastic material is defined with eight, stress

versus strain points. The beam elements use isotropic elastic material model. The solid elements

are assigned material type, metallic honeycomb, and use the constant stress solid element

formulation. The FE vehicle model components are connected to each other using the spot welds 

and rigid body constraint option in LS-DYNA3D. The contact and friction between the 

components are modeled one single surface sliding interface also known as automatic contact for

the beam, shell and solid elements with arbitrary segment orientation. A summary of the FE 

vehicle model is listed in table 3.1. Models of heavier trucks are not yet available, although a 

36000 Kg eighteen wheeler model is currently under development at the US Federal Highway 

Administration.

Number of Parts 190

Number of Nodes 102029

Number of Shell Elements 100530

Number of Solid Elements 11693

Number of Beam Elements 96285

Mass of the Truck (Kg) 8000

Table 3.2  Ford single unit truck - vehicle model summary.
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Figure 3-8  Isometric view of a ford single unit truck – wire view. 

Figure 3-9  Isometric view of a ford single unit truck – meshed view 
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Figure 3-10 Bottom view of a ford single unit truck. 

Figure 3-11  Isometric view of a ford single unit truck. 
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3.3.1 Validation of ford truck model

Comparisons between analysis and test results involving a truck crashing into a rigid 

barrier from NCAC website . The bollard dimensions are not available for security reasons. The 

exact details of the truck is not available either; however the truck weight is 79 KN, which is 

similar to the weight of the truck model used herein, and the approach speed is 35.34 MPh.

Comparison between various quantities is shown in the Figure 3-12 to Figure 3-17. Given the 

large difference in the structural properties between the two bodies of impact as well as the 

different approach speeds, it is clear that the simulation captures the overall trend in a reasonable 

manner compared to the test. 

3.3.2 Other accuracy and validation studies

Additional studies were conducted to ensure that the models are producing reliable 

results. These include mesh refinement studies, conservation of energy checks, and conservation 

of momentum checks.

3.4 Parametric study using vehicle models. 

To ensure that sufficient experience has been gained with LS-DYNA and to investigate

the effect of various key parameters, an extensive parametric study is conducted.

3.4.1 Effect of barrier flexibility

Results from the research study on the effect of wall flexibility [“Bollard development for

the nineties” 1990] was used to understand the rigid behavior as well as elastic behavior of the 

bollard under consideration. In this research, Ford truck models were crushed into two different 

walls. The dimensions of which vary from 250 to 280 mm in thickness. The walls are 2200 mm 

high, and are wider than the frontal of a truck.
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The material model assigned to each wall is varied to represent rigid as well as elastic behavior. 

For flexible walls, a Surface –to-surface contact interface is used to prevent penetration of the 

vehicle models. The Ford truck was crashed into the walls at a speed of 33.54 MPh. It is clear 

from the figure that there is a relatively small difference between the resultant contact forces 

between the two walls. The peak ratio in the contact force (rigid contact force/variable contact 

force) is about 1.4; i.e. the rigid wall attracts 40% more force than the flexible wall. Similar

studies by Wolf et al, conducted on airplanes impacting rigid and deformable targets showed

even smaller variations in the impact forces as a function of the barrier flexibility.

The results of this parametric study show that the flexibility of the impacted structures plays a 

relatively small but significant role in the interaction between the vehicle and wall. While, rigid 

structures are computationally attractive, it is nevertheless important to include structural 

flexibility in any modeling exercise in order to achieve realistic results.

3.4.2 Effect of co-efficient of friction

To study the effect of co-efficient of friction (COF), a series of analysis are conducted. The COF 

in LS-DYNA is the ratio of the tangential force to the normal force resisting sliding parallel to

the surface. The analyses used in this parametric study employed the Ford truck and the elastic 

wall previously described. Impact occurred at a an angle other than 900 for speeds of 35.34 MPh. 

The COF is specified as 0, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.6. The goal of the study is to determine the effect of 

the Co-efficient of friction on the impact force. 

It is clear from the figure that for all values of COF, there are two peaks. As the COF increases,

the first peak becomes prominent, while the second peak becomes greater. It is also noticed that

the rate of decay in the in the contact force is slower as the COF decreases. In spite of the

significant effect of the COF, the magnitude of the raw peak impact force is not significantly 

changed, although the time at which it occurs changes. On the 50 ms averaged resultant impact

force versus time for various values of COF, the figure shows that the COF has little effect on 

the averaged impact force, until it exceeds 0.3. Runs for speeds of 100 MPh and 120 MPh show 

similar trend.
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Additional runs were conducted to investigate the effect of COF on peak impact force for various 

approach speeds. Based on the study, the COF is set to 0.3 in future analysis, which is a 

reasonable number for metal contact.

3.4.3 Effect of damping ratio

To study the effect of damping, the Ford Truck was used in conjunction with the flexible wall 

previously discussed. The analyses were conducted for head on collisions and initial velocities of 

35, 75, 100, and 120 MPh. The damping was specified as 0, 1% and 5% of critical. Damping did 

not increase the simulation time and did not significantly affect the impact force. On the other

hand, damping improves the numerical analysis process. For example 100 MPh analysis would 

not diverge for zero damping, but converged when 1% or higher damping was introduced. As a 

result of this, it was decided to include 1% damping in all future analysis. 

3.5 Impact process and simulation time 

The truck models are allowed to impact the bollard in a head-on manner. Approach speeds

considered are 35, 55, 75, 100, 120 MPh, with the last deemed to be the maximum credible 

approach speed. The impact event is simulated to be for a period of 0.05 Seconds, and various

quantities of interest are extracted from the finite element results including: impact force versus

time relationship, stress and strain values and rate at key points, bollard deformations.

A close examination of both the figures shows that the numerical results are in good agreement

with the test data up to 0.43 second. After this time the numerical results deviate from the test 

data up till approximately 0.8 seconds, after which the results becomes close once again. In spite 

of these differences the calculated quantities compare well with the measured values. For frontal 

impact, the reduced model compares quite well against the detailed model response at 0.03

seconds. The differences between the calculated and measures values can be attributed to the

various factors including modeling assumptions and the way the data was filtered. The severity

of the crash can be easily understood by referring to the figures in the next chapter. 
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Figure 3-12  Resultant contact force for rigid and flexible walls impacted by ford truck at 
       33.54 MPh. Dotted line elastic barrier and solid line rigid barrier. 

Figure 3-13  Effect of different COF on raw resultant impact force of ford truck. 
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Figure 3-14  Effect of different COF on average resultant impact force of ford truck. 

Figure 3-15  Calculated versus measured velocity of engine bottom.
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Figure 3-16  Calculated versus measured acceleration of engine bottom.

Figure 3-17  Comparison between frontal impact forces calculated from detailed and 
          reduced models.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ANALYSIS RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of various crash simulations involving bollards made

from different materials and ford truck. Additional studies that provide confidence in the analysis

results are also discussed and the effect of approach speed on impact demands is also quantified. 

4.2 Conservation of impulse and momentum 

To ensure that the numerical results are reliable, the conservation of impulse and 

momentum is investigated in all runs. Impulse-momentum conservation implies that the change 

in momentum of the vehicle must be fully transferred to the structure as an impulse effect. In

other words, the area under the contact force versus the time curve (Impulse, I) must be equal to 

change in momentum (P). This may be written as: 

I= Fdt = P = M. V (4-1)
Event

In the equation 4-1, M is the mass of the vehicle, and V is the change in velocity as the 

result of impact. Cumulative impulse and momentum values are calculated versus time for all 

runs. A sample plot is shown in Figure 4-1 for ford truck impacting Aluminum and steel 

bollards. It is clear that momentum-impulse is conserved to a large degree. The force versus time 

responses generated by the impact for various approach speeds are shown in Figure 4-2 for a 

steel square bollard and Figure 4-3 for steel circular bollard and aluminum square bollard. 
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4.3 Conservation of energy 

Conservation of energy checks were conducted for all runs. Conservation of energy 

implies that the initial kinetic energy of the of the vehicle must be completely transformed into 

residual kinetic energy, energy lost to friction, internal energy stored in the deforming vehicle 

components, and bollard members, and the energy used up by the hourglass control algorithm for

finite elements with reduced integration formulation.

Energy was indeed conserved in all runs indicating that numerical problems were not 

rampant, but hourglass energy in some of the initial runs was excessive and adversely affected 

the confidence in the result of these runs. A large portion of the hourglass energy was expected 

in the few key parts in the vehicle model that are represented using reduced integration solid or 

shell elements. To remedy the hourglass energy situation, various vehicle components were 

either re-meshed or were assigned fully integrated finite element formulations.

At peak force the hourglass energy ration is quite low, but increases significantly to a 

maximum at rebound. The results of the analysis were found to be reasonable given that the

hourglass energy ratio at peak load is so low, and that the maximum values are not excessively 

high. Zaouk et al (1996), reported hourglass energy at the end of their run to be 17% in the head-

on collision validation exercise, but deemed the results of their analysis acceptable. For most

runs the hourglass energy ration reached 15% of the total energy at peak force. The few 

simulations with hourglass ratio greater than 15% were rerun with fully integrated elements for 

the sake of accuracy. 

4.4 Ford truck simulations

The reduced FEA model of  ford  single unit truck was impacted on bollards made from

Aluminum 7075T6 and AISI 5055 Steel.  As already explained in the previous chapter, the truck 

and the bollard models were validated using the method explained earlier. The bollard is made

from solid elements and is constrained in all degrees of freedom on the bottom surface. The truck 

is stationed 450 mm in-front of the bollard and made to impact at various different speeds.  The 
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number of bollards used varies from 1 to 3 and also there are two different cross-section types

used, a round and a square. The bollards in two and three configuration are 600 mm apart from 

each other, this distance is required to avoid the engine block from hitting the bollard in two 

configuration setting and also to avoid the tires from hitting the bollard in the three configuration

type, as shown in Figure 4-4. A summary of the failure speeds for various bollards are given in 

the Table 4-1 and Chart 4-1.

The analysis between the Ford truck and bollards revealed some interesting facts, such as 

the single bollard of circular cross-section made out of AL 7075T6 fails at impact speeds of 55 

MPh, where as the bollard made of same material but of square cross-section survives an impact

speed of 120 MPh. It is to be noted that two bollard configurations made from AL 7075T6 with 

circular cross-section, successfully resists vehicle impact at 120 MPh, whereas the tree bollard 

configuration of same cross-section and material fails at 75 MPh. Bollard made from AISI 5055

Steel was able to completely stop the vehicle even when impacted at speeds of 120 MPh, 

irrespective of the cross-section type, as shown in Figure 4-5 through Figure 4-16.

The reason behind the use of these three types of configuration is that, in the one bollard

configuration, the bollard comes in contact with the engine block, which can be very damaging

to the bollard and may fail the bollard. The intension of this research was: 

1) To see if the bollard material or its cross-section plays an important role in serving the

purpose.

2) Do softer materials like aluminum fail by default?

3) What can be the other alternative for steel which is heavy to transport long distances, and 

also more difficult to machine or mold.

Questions of this type were well answered by the fact that, it’s the cross-section of the 

bollard and not the bollard material that makes the difference, this was proved when AL 7075T6 

bollard in three configuration made of square cross-section did not fail even at impacts speeds of 

120 MPh. In the test when the bollard made from aluminum survived such high speeds, it was 

realized that softer materials were not automatically out of the question to be used in these 
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situations, further this also proves that since aluminum is much easier to work with than steel it

will soon be a good alternative to be used in places where light weight metals are a required.

The g levels for the ford truck and bollard impact scenario can be seen in Figure 4-17 

through Figure 4-21. 

Figure 4-1  Conservation of impulse-momentum relationship between ford truck and various 
    bollard types.
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Figure 4-2  Impact force versus time for ford truck and steel square bollard. 

Figure 4-3  Impact force versus time for ford truck and steel round & aluminum square bollard. 
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Figure 4-4  Bollards separated by a distance of 600 MM from each other. The truck is stationed 
450 MM in front of bollard for all configuration types.

Bollard Material / Type Pass Speed in MPH Fail Speed in MPH 

AISI 5055 Steel 

Square Bollard – 1,2,3 Bollard 
120 Not Found

AISI 5055 Steel 

Circular Pole – 1,2,3 Bollard 
120 Not Found

Aluminum 7075 T6 

Square Pole – 1,2,3 Bollard 
120 Not Found

Aluminum 7075 T6 

Circular Pole – 2 Bollards 
120 Not Found

Aluminum 7075 T6 

Circular Pole – 3 Bollards 
<75 75

Aluminum 7075 T6 

Circular Pole – 1 Bollard 
< 55 55

Table 4-1  Bollard failure summary
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Chart 4-1  Bollard failure summary - comparative graph [Max speed tested is 120MPh] 

Figure 4-5  AL 7075T6 circular c/s, single bollard fails at 55 MPh impact.
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Figure 4-6  AL 7075T6 circular c/s, two bollards completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh impact.

Figure 4-7  AL 7075T6 circular c/s, three bollards fail at 75 MPh impact.
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Figure 4-8  AL 7075T6 square c/s, single bollard completely stop vehicle at 120 MPh impact.

Figure 4-9  AL 7075T6 square c/s, two bollards completely stop vehicle at 120 MPh impact. 
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Figure 4-10  AL 7075T6 square c/s, three bollards completely stop vehicle at 120 MPh impact.

Figure 4-11  AISI 5055 steel circular c/s, single bollard completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh 
   impact.
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Figure 4-12  AISI 5055 steel circular c/s, two bollards completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh
     impact.

Figure 4-13  AISI 5055 steel circular c/s, three bollards completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh
    impact.
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Figure 4-14  AISI 5055 steel square c/s, single bollard completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh
    impact.

Figure 4-15  AISI 5055 steel square c/s, two bollards completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh
     impact.
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Figure 4-16 AISI 5055 steel square c/s, three bollards completely stops vehicle at 120 MPh
     impact.

Figure 4-17  Progressive bollard damage and failure in case of AL 7075T6 single bollard impact
at 55 MPh. 
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Figure 4-18  Extent to which truck is damaged when impacted on to a AL7075T6 single bollard 
at 55 MPH. 

Figure 4-19 Bollard damage and failure in case of  a AL7075T6 three bollards impacted at 75 
   MPh 
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Figure 4-20 Extent to which truck is damaged when impacted on to a AL7075T6 three bollards
  at 75 MPH.
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Figure 4-21  Engine top acceleration v/s time curve. 
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Figure 4-22  Engine bottom acceleration v/s time curve. 
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Figure 4-23  Dash board center acceleration v/s time curve. 
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Brake Caliper Right
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Figure 4-24  Right brake caliper acceleration v/s time curve. 
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Figure 4-25  Left brake caliper acceleration v/s time curve. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusions

Inelastic transient finite element simulations are used to investigate the structural 

demands generated during vehicle/bollard crashes. An 8000 Kg (Kilogram) ford single unit truck 

was used, which is the model of the heaviest vehicle available on NCAC website.

The truck model was crashed at various approach speeds into finite element models of 

bollards made from steel and aluminum. The bollards were made of circular and square cross-

sections. The bollards were tested for various structural characteristics. Various parameters were 

computed from the simulations including, stress and strain at various locations, bollard 

deformations, and transient impact forces. Since the peak transient forces occurs for a very short 

duration during which the bollard does not have time to respond, equivalent static forces are 

computed as a more appropriate measure of design structural demand.

Although physical vehicle-bollard impact tests were carried out to verify the accuracy of 

the simulations, a variety of exercises were conducted to provide confidence in the analysis 

results. These exercises included: reviewing previously published verification studies involving

the heaviest truck, extensive sensitive studies, mesh refinement studies, energy balance audits, 

impulse/momentum conversion checks, monitoring of hourglass control energy during the 

simulations, and comparison of pertinent results from previous but limited data. 

5.2 Recommendations for future work

Bollards are very effective devices to prevent vehicles from entering restricted areas. 

They are easy to install, operate and maintain in any weather conditions, and are inexpensive. 

Bollards can either be used to prevent illegal entry or to stop vehicles from meeting with 

accidents. Bollards made from AISI 5055 Steel can stop vehicle impact at 120 MPH and
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continue to operate normally, irrespective of their cross-section.  Bollards made out of AISI 5055 

Steel irrespective of whether they have circular or square cross-section have more endurance 

than the bollards made from aluminum 7075 T6. It must be noted that only certain configurations

(1 and 3) of aluminum bollards fail the test below 120 MPh, hence aluminum cannot be 

completely ruled out as a possible material for bollard manufacture., but since steel bollards are

cheaper and stronger than aluminum, they can be used for most applications. Steel bollards have 

longer life as they can withstand most weather conditions.  The results of the analysis show that,

in general, the peak transient forces are optimal. However, since the peak forces act for a short 

duration, equivalent static forces are a more appropriate measure of design structural demands

during collision.

A full frontal impact is carried out between the bollards and the single unit truck and 

corresponding effect on the bollards are evaluated. All along this research no importance is given 

to the amount of intrusion by the bollard into the occupant compartment. The main aim of the

research has always been to see how well the bollard functions in completely stopping the 

vehicle and to see if the bollard can function normally even after an impact at speeds of 120 

miles per hour. The simulation results presented in this paper demonstrate a prediction mode for

higher bollard impacts based on a model validation with previous research results. The 

simulation results are very consistent with the expected results at different impact speeds.

The model can be further improved by exercising different impact configurations. A 

generic methodology can be developed for total performance evaluation of the vehicle/bollard 

impact. This thesis utilizes an 8000 Kg ford truck which is the heaviest truck available for 

analysis on National crash analysis center website. Given that the ford truck is capable of 

producing such high impact stresses, and the fact that a 18 wheeler could cause more damage,

there is an urgent need to continue this research. 

This research has resulted in an improved understanding of collisions between vehicles 

and bollards, which is essential for the future development of improved design specifications. In 

the long run, studies such as these will lead to better vehicle and bollard designs that can reduce 

the potential for serious structural damage. Furthermore, numerical modeling of this sort could
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serve as a powerful tool to investigate the security of building that may be vulnerable to 

malicious attacks.

This thesis throws light on vehicle/bollard collision, a subject that has yet to be explored 

to a greater extent. Bollards used in significant places can serve specific purposes, it be to stop

vehicles from accessing restricted area or to provide limited access or thorough passage to

human traffic.

An effort is made to understand how the bollards may function under different impact 

speeds varying from 35 MPh to 120 MPh. Recent events endangering national security has made

researchers to think about ways to protect national monuments from vehicular attack. Owing to

the fact that it is a relatively new field of research that needs more attention from researchers

around the world. Owing to this fact, not many papers have been published on this topic and 

hence there is no standards developed yet by either NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration) or IIHT (The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety).

Given the fact of the available limited time to complete a thesis, not all areas of 

vehicle/bollard collision have been covered in this research. Bollards made from aluminum

7075T6 and steel 5055 are the only ones tested for collision, also the FEA model of the heaviest 

vehicle available on NCAC (National Crash Analysis Center) website is that of a ford single unit 

truck which is 8000 kilogram in weight. 

As and when NCAC come up with FEA models of heavier vehicles, they can be used 

with bollards made out of several different materials having different material and physical 

properties.This will provide greater information to NHTSA/IIHT to come up with standards on

Vehicle/Bollard collision scenario. 

This research has given me a better understanding and insight to what can be done in the 

future that will help researchers and civilians alike. Some of the research work that can be done 

in the future on this topic are as follows,
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Heavier vehicles can be used to impact bollards made from the same materials as 

that used in this research, and a study can be done to understand the integrity of

the bollard. 

Bollards can be made from less expensive and low strength materials for use in 

places of lower speed of impact.

Materials like composites, wood, concrete and reinforced concrete can be used to 

study vehicle/bollard impact scenarios.

A study can be taken to see how much of recycled materials can be used safely to 

produce bollards.

A comparative study to understand structural integrity between a motorized and 

standalone bollard will help NHTSA/IIHT to design crash standards for 

vehicle/Bollard impact.

A comparative study can be done considering bollards of various cross-sections 

keeping in mind the concept of design-to-manufacture, as not all designs are 

feasible to manufacture.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE DATA FILE OF ALUMINUM 7075T6 BOLLARD 

*KEYWORD
*TITLE
AL 7075T6 BOLLARD
*CONTROL_BULK_VISCOSITY
       1.5      0.06
*CONTROL_CONTACT
       0.1         0         2         0         1         1         1
         0         0        10         0         4
*CONTROL_COUPLING
         1         1         1         0
1
*CONTROL_CPU
         0
*CONTROL_DYNAMIC_RELAXATION
       250     0.001     0.995     1e+30       0.9                0.04
0
*CONTROL_ENERGY
         1         2         1         1
*CONTROL_HOURGLASS
         1       0.1
*CONTROL_OUTPUT
         0         3         0         0         0                   0
*CONTROL_SHELL
        20         2        -1         0         2         2         1
*CONTROL_TERMINATION
      0.15         0         0         0         0
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP
       0.1       0.9         0         0         0         0         0
0
*DAMPING_GLOBAL
         0         0
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT
0.03

$
$ Material : AL7075T6
$
*MAT_ELASTIC
         1  2.81e-09     71700      0.33                             0
$
$ This is the unit load curve 
$
*DEFINE_CURVE
         1 
                   0                   1 
               1e+28                   1 
$ The entities in the group default_group 
*SET_NODE_LIST_GENERATE
         1 
         1     28470 
*SET_SOLID_GENERATE
         1 
         1     46728 
*END
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE DATA FILE OF AISI 5055 STEEL BOLLARD 

*KEYWORD
*TITLE
AISI 5055 STEEL
*CONTROL_BULK_VISCOSITY
       1.5      0.06
*CONTROL_CONTACT
       0.1         0         2         0         1         1         1
         0         0        10         0         4
*CONTROL_COUPLING
         1         1         1         0
1
*CONTROL_CPU
         0
*CONTROL_DYNAMIC_RELAXATION
       250     0.001     0.995     1e+30       0.9                0.04
0
*CONTROL_ENERGY
         1         2         1         1
*CONTROL_HOURGLASS
         1       0.1
*CONTROL_OUTPUT
         0         3         0         0         0                   0
*CONTROL_SHELL
        20         2        -1         0         2         2         1
*CONTROL_TERMINATION
         0         0         0         0         0
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP
         0       0.9         0         0         0         0         0
0
*DAMPING_GLOBAL

         0         0

$ Material : AISI_5055_STEEL 
$
*MAT_ELASTIC
         1  7.85e-09    205000      0.29                             0
$
$ This is the unit load curve 
$
*DEFINE_CURVE
         1 
                   0                   1 
               1e+28                   1 
$

$ LBC set : xyz_bc

$ The entities in the group default_group 
*SET_NODE_LIST_GENERATE
         2 
         1     49348 
*SET_SOLID_GENERATE
         2 
         1     41472 

*END
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE DATA FILE OF FORD TRUCK 

*KEYWORD
$#This is generated by : EASi-CRASH : Version 4.0  on Sun Oct 16 14:43:29 
2005
*TITLE
8000KG - SINGLE UNIT TRUCK (NCAC V01d)
*CONTROL_TERMINATION
$#  ENDTIM    ENDCYC     DTMIN    ENDENG    ENDMAS 
     0.015         0        0.        0.        0. 
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP
$#  DTINIT    TSSFAC      ISDO    TSLIMT     DT2MS      LCTM     ERODE
MSIST
      0.01        0.         0        0.-4.445E-06         0         0
0
*CONTROL_SHELL
$#  WRPANG    ITRIST     IRNXX    ISTUPD    THEORY       BWC     MITER
PROJ
        0.         1         0         0         0         0         0
0
*CONTROL_OUTPUT
$#   NPOPT    NEECHO    NREFUP    IACCOP     OPIFS    IPNINT    IKEDIT
IFLUSH
         1         3         0         0        0.         0         0
0
*CONTROL_ENERGY
$#    HGEN      RWEN    SLNTEN     RYLEN 
         2         2         2         2 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT
$#   DT         LCDT    NOBEAM     NPLTC 
     0.003         0         0         0 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3THDT
$#      DT      LCDT 
        1.         0 
*DATABASE_BINARY_INTFOR
$#      DT      LCDT 
        1.         0 
*DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY
$#   NEIPH     NEIPS    MAXINT    STRFLG    SIGFLG    EPSFLG    RLTFLG
ENGFLG
         0         0         0         0         2         2         2
2
$#  CMPFLG    IEVERP    BEAMIP     DCOMP      SHGE     STSSZ    N3THDT 
         0         1         0         0         0         0         0 
*DATABASE_RWFORC
$#   DT
    0.0001 
*DATABASE_GLSTAT
$#   DT
     0.001 
*DATABASE_MATSUM
$#   DT
     0.001 
*DATABASE_ABSTAT
$#   DT
    0.0001 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT
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$#   DT         LCDT    NOBEAM     NPLTC 
     0.003         0         0         0 
*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY
$#     MID        RO         E        PR      SIGY      ETAN      FAIL
TDEL
         1  7.85E-09   205000.       0.3      270.        0.     1E+08
0.
$#       C         P      LCSS      LCSR 

        0.        0.        1.        0.

*SET_PART
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         2        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2      PID3      PID4      PID5      PID6      PID7
PID8
         1         2         3         4         5         7         9
10
        11        12        13        15        17        18        22
23
        25        27        29        32        35        36        37
39
        55        56        62        65        70        71        72
73
        74        75        76        77        78        79        80
81
        82        83        84        85        86        87        88
89
        90        91        96        97        98        99       100
101
       102       103       104       105       106       107       108
109
       110       111       112       113       114       115       116
117
       118       119       120       121       122       127       130
131
       156       157       162       163       165       166       167
168
       169       170       172       173       174       175       176
177
       178       179       180       181       182       183       184
185
       187 
*CONSTRAINED_RIGID_BODIES
$#    PIDM      PIDS 
        42       163 
        67        58 
        69        68 
       162       190 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        63         3 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         3        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
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      7000      7001      7003      7004      7005      7006      7007
7008
      7009      7011      7012      7013      7014      7096      7098
7099
      9283      9287 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        66         4 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         4        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
      8000      8001      8003      8004      8005      8006      8007
8008
      8009      8011      8012      8013      8014      8096      8098
8099
     10283     10287 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        67         5 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         5        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
      5026      5027      5028      5029      5030      5031      5079
5082
      5083      5084      5085      5086      5087      5088      5092
5093
      5094      5095      5098      5114      5115      5116      5126
5127
      5128      5129      5130      5131      5132      9329      9348
9433
      9434      9439      9440 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        69         6 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         6        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
      6026      6027      6028      6029      6030      6031      6079
6082
      6083      6084      6085      6086      6087      6088      6092
6093
      6094      6095      6098      6114      6115      6116      6126
6127
      6128      6129      6130      6131      6132     10329     10348
10433
     10434     10439     10440 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        73         7 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
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         7        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     52275     52276     52279     52280 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        74         8 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         8        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     11048     52318     52322     52472 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        75         9 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
         9        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     54983     54984     54987     54988 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        76        10 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        10        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     55030     55034     55175     55176 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        92        11 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        11        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     63022     63029     63030     63034     63035     63036     63039
63040
     63097     63098     63101     63102     63103     63105     69071
69072
     69076     69077     69142     69143     69150     69151 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        93        12 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        12        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     62023     62030     62031     62035     62036     62037     62040
62041
     62093     62094     62097     62098     62099     62101     68071
68072
     68076     68077     68142     68143     68150     68151 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        94        13 
*SET_NODE_LIST
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$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        13        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     67058     67060     67061     67078     67080     67083     67085
67090
     67091     67108     67110     67113     67115     69404     69408
69447
     69453 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
        95        14 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        14        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     66058     66060     66061     66078     66080     66083     66085
66090
     66091     66108     66110     66113     66115     68404     68408
68447
     68453 
*CONSTRAINED_EXTRA_NODES_SET
$#     PID      NSID 
       129        15 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        15        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     56000     56004     56015     56019     56023     56039     56042
56054
*LOAD_BODY_Z
$#    LCID        SF    LCIDDR        XC        YC        ZC 
         3     9806.         0        0.        0.        0. 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        16         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        16        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     73019     73058     73112     73166     73220     73274     74067
74243
     74246     74249     74252     74255 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        17         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        17        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     80019     80058     80112     80166     80220     80274     81065
81231
     81234     81237     81240     81243 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        18         0 
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*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        18        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     68027     68039     68051     68063     68095     68107     68119
68131
     68175     68187     68199     68211 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        19         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        19        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     85213     85232     88030     88031 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        20         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        20        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     85120     85129     88033     88035 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        21         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        21        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     85206     85281     88058     88060 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        22         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        22        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     85414     85431     87000     87106 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        23         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        23        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     85327     85336     87002     87004 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        24         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        24        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4 
     85406     85510     87026     87028 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        25         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        25        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7 
     54439     54440     54454     54455     91066     91069     91070 
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*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        26         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        26        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7 
     52915     52916     52930     52931     91338     91341     91342 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        27         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        27        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
     54494     54507     54521     56038     56073 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        28         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        28        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
     54380     54396     56022     56078     56081 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        29         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        29        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     28000     28002     28006     28008     28009     28011     28015
28017
     30000     30002     30003     30005     30006     30008     30009
30011
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        30         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        30        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     31000     31002     31003     31005     31006     31008     31009
31011
     40000     40002     40003     40005     40006     40008     40009
40011
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        31         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        31        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     37000     37002     37003     37005     37006     37008     37009
37011
     38000     38002     38003     38005     38006     38008     38009
38011
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        32         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
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$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        32        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     33006     33008     33015     33017     33022     33024     33026
33027
     36000     36002     36003     36005     36006     36008     36009
36011
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        33         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        33        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     15096     15097     15098     15099     15114     15256     15270
15281
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        34         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        34        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     20032     20033     20034     20035     20050     20192     20206
20217
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        35         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        35        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     71086     71087     71122     71123     71152     71153     71188
71189
     71218     71219     71248     71249     74029     74175     74189
74203
     74217     74231 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        36         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        36        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     78022     78023     78058     78059     78088     78089     78124
78125
     78154     78155     78184     78185     81028     81172     81184
81196
     81208     81220 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        37         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        37        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
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     68212     68224     68236     68248     68260     68272     68284
68296
     68308     68320     68332     68344 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        38         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        38        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     69027     69039     69051     69063     69095     69107     69119
69131
     69175     69187     69199     69211 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        39         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        39        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     69212     69224     69236     69248     69260     69272     69284
69296
     69308     69320     69332     69344 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        40         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        40        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     61265     61454     68222     68258     68270     68306     68318
68354
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        41         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        41        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     61278     61459     68017     68053     68085     68121     68165
68201
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        42         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        42        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     61047     61233     69017     69053     69085     69121     69165
69201
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        43         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        43        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
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     61034     61228     69222     69258     69270     69306     69318
69354
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        44         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        44        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6 
     54767     54770     60157     60174     60184     60185 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        45         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        45        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6 
     52064     52067     60005     60022     60032     60033 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        46         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        46        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     94310     94311     94312     94314     94315     94316     94327
94328
     94329    100016    100021    100189    100194    100195    100196
100205
    100209    100211    100213 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        47         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        47        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     94010     94011     94012     94014     94015     94027     94028
94029
    100245    100250    100406    100411    100412    100413    100422
100426
    100428    100430 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        48         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        48        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
    100284    101112    101233    101243    101331 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        49         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        49        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
    100279    101113    101234    101244    101332 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        50         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
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$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        50        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
    100277    101117    101238    101248    101336 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        51         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        51        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
    100058    101002    101123    101323    101411 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        52         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        52        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
    100053    101003    101124    101324    101412 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        53         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        53        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5 
    100052    101006    101127    101327    101415 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        54         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        54        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
     10010     10011     10033     10034     10056     10057     10079
10080
     10102     10103     10125     10126     10148     10149     10171
10172
     10194     10195     10217     10218     10240     10241     10263
10264
     10300     10301     10319     10320     10338     10339     10357
10358
     10388     10389     10399     10400     10410     10411     10421
10422
     14007     14008     14023     14024     14039     14040     34109
34110
     34117     34118     34125     34126     34132     34133 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        55         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        55        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3      NID4      NID5      NID6      NID7
NID8
      9010      9011      9033      9034      9056      9057      9079
9080
      9102      9103      9125      9126      9148      9149      9171
9172
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      9194      9195      9217      9218      9240      9241      9263
9264
      9300      9301      9319      9320      9338      9339      9357
9358
      9388      9389      9399      9400      9410      9411      9421
9422
     13007     13008     13023     13024     13039     13040     34092
34093
     34094     34095     34096     34097     34098     34099 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        56         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        56        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3 
     58051     59006     59010 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        57         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        57        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3 
     58041     59037     59042 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        58         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        58        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3 
     58076     59076     59085 
*CONSTRAINED_NODAL_RIGID_BODY
        59         0 
*SET_NODE_LIST
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        59        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    NID1      NID2      NID3 
     58104     59059     59068 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_1
$#     SID    SIDTYP      RBID      VSCA      PSCA      VINI       MWD
SPSF
        60         1         0        0.        0.        0.        0.
0.
$#      CV        CP         T      LCID        MU         A        PE
RO
  7.17E+08 1.004E+09      300.         4       0.7        0.       0.1 
1.204E-12
$#     LOU      TEXT         A         B        MW      GASC 
         0        0.        0.        0.        0.        0. 
*SET_PART
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        60        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2 
        17        18 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_2
$#     SID    SIDTYP      RBID      VSCA      PSCA      VINI       MWD
SPSF
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        61         1         0        0.        0.        0.        0.
0.
$#      CV        CP         T      LCID        MU         A        PE
RO
  7.17E+08 1.004E+09      300.         4       0.7        0.       0.1 
1.204E-12
$#     LOU      TEXT         A         B        MW      GASC 
         0        0.        0.        0.        0.        0. 
*SET_PART
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        61        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2 
       180       181 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_3
$#     SID    SIDTYP      RBID      VSCA      PSCA      VINI       MWD
SPSF
        62         1         0        0.        0.        0.        0.
0.
$#      CV        CP         T      LCID        MU         A        PE
RO
  7.17E+08 1.004E+09      300.         4       0.7        0.       0.1 
1.204E-12
$#     LOU      TEXT         A         B        MW      GASC 
         0        0.        0.        0.        0.        0. 
*SET_PART
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        62        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2 
       172       173 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_4
$#     SID    SIDTYP      RBID      VSCA      PSCA      VINI       MWD
SPSF
        63         1         0        0.        0.        0.        0.
0.
$#      CV        CP         T      LCID        MU         A        PE
RO
  7.17E+08 1.004E+09      300.         4       0.7        0.       0.1 
1.204E-12
$#     LOU      TEXT         A         B        MW      GASC 
         0        0.        0.        0.        0.        0. 
*SET_PART
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        63        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2 
       174       175 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_5
$#     SID    SIDTYP      RBID      VSCA      PSCA      VINI       MWD
SPSF
        64         1         0        0.        0.        0.        0.
0.
$#      CV        CP         T      LCID        MU         A        PE
RO
  7.17E+08 1.004E+09      300.         4       0.7        0.       0.1 
1.204E-12
$#     LOU      TEXT         A         B        MW      GASC 
         0        0.        0.        0.        0.        0. 
*SET_PART
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$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        64        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2 
       176       177 
*AIRBAG_SIMPLE_AIRBAG_MODEL_6
$#     SID    SIDTYP      RBID      VSCA      PSCA      VINI       MWD
SPSF
        65         1         0        0.        0.        0.        0.
0.
$#      CV        CP         T      LCID        MU         A        PE
RO
  7.17E+08 1.004E+09      300.         4       0.7        0.       0.1 
1.204E-12
$#     LOU      TEXT         A         B        MW      GASC 
         0        0.        0.        0.        0.        0. 
*SET_PART
$#     SID       DA1       DA2       DA3       DA4 
        65        0.        0.        0.        0. 
$#    PID1      PID2 
       178       179 
$@SECN       140SHELL SECTIONS
$@SECN       141SHELL SECTIONS
$@SECN       142SHELL SECTIONS
$@SECN       143SOLID SECTIONS
$@SECN       144SHELL SECTIONS
$@SECN       145SHELL SECTIONS
$@SECN       146BEAM SECTIONS
$@SECN       147SOLID SECTIONS
*END
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